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For over thirty-five years London based artist craftsman Gary Drostle has been creating
large scale bespoke architectural mosaic artworks.

Mosaic art is essentially an architectural art, it’s flexibility and rich diversity of material
qualities make it a unique medium. More and more architects and designers see the
advantage a bespoke artwork can bring, creating and enhancing site identity and
projecting an image of quality and  human centric spaces. Texture, light, colour, reflectivity
and deformation all add to the palette to tell your unique story. Mosaics can also be tough,
slip resistant, frost proof, completely colour fast and able to withstand the toughest
cleaning regime.

Gary’s creations can be seen in public spaces, corporate venues, hotels, private homes,
gardens and pools across the UK, USA and around the world.

Here we look at how the practice works with such a wide range of different client needs.

Mosaics and Architecture



Born in London Gary studied at Camberwell, St
Martin’s and Hornsey Colleges of art and after
graduating  moved straight into creating architectural
arts initially working creating murals for hospitals in
Haringey.

Drawing has always been the crucial centre of his
practice and as well as designing works he still hand
draws the full scale mosaic cartoons.

Gary’s work has attracted numerous international
awards for both himself and his clients. In 2006 he
was awarded the Queen Elizabeth Crafts
Scholarship for his mosaic work.

He is the former President of the British Association
for Modern Mosaics and has been a visiting lecturer
at The Chicago Mosaic School for over 15 years. He
is a founding editorial board member of the
Andamento Mosaic Journal.

About Gary



During Gary’s many years of experience he has created mosaics in a
wide range  of materials from the classical marbles and travertine to
the beautiful hand made Venetian Glass Smalti. 

Gary sources the finest quality materials, carefully chosen in
consultation with the client to suit the particular site requirements.

This materials knowledge combines with an unparalelled knowledge
and experince of the building mechanics of mosaic, from the various
cutting styles to the technical and structural specification.

Marble & Travertine Venetian Smalti Litovi Unglazed Porcelain Vitreous Glass Other materials

Classical marble mosaic
can be brought to a 

mirror polish or used
rough hewn for dramatic

texture.

This beautiful hand made
opaque Venetian Glass

comes in a huge range of
colours and normally
gives a tapestry like 

texture

This unique hand made
porcelain is cut with a
hammer, it has a great

colour palette and a deep
hewn texture

This high fired vacuum
pressed porcelain comes
in a harmonious colour

palette and is suitable for
the toughest wear.

Machine made glass
often used on pools

comes in a bright palette,
flat with a hard wearing

finish

There is no end to the
creative potential of 
mosaic. Recycled 

materials and ‘unusual’
materials make for a
great talking point.

Mosaic Materials



Gary’s core strength is in his original designs. Designs usually come about
following a consultation with the client where themes and ideas come together
with looking at the specific site and the environment in which the finished work
will sit. This will often include historical reserach and consultation with with
stakehlder groups.
Gary will often initially produce a few design variants for discussion before
arriving at the final design.

Gary’s work is entirely bespoke, each design created uniquely for the client.

Gary can also work with other artists and designers and has worked with designs
from artists including Yinka Shonibare, Tom Phillips and Eduardo Paolozzi.

Design Work

▼ Paolozzi Mosaics created at Tottenham Court Road - London Underground



Although occasionally mosaics can me made directly on
site, most of Gary’s work is made off site,  in his London
studio, usually using the traditional Paper-Face Reverse
Technique.

Once the final design has been agreed Gary draws up a
full scale cartoon of the design. This is made in mirror
image (reversed) and is hand painted by Gary in
monochrome.

The mosaic tesserae are individually hand cut and glued
into position onto the cartoon. The making process itself
has a strong creative dimension through the different
ways of building the mosaic. For larger works or tight
deadlines Gary has a team of skilled mosaicists to ensure
the project is completed on time.

Clients are provided with a timetable for the construction
and visits to the studio are welcomed  - often clients are
invited to add a few mosaic pieces themselves.

As the mosaic is made it is divided into transportable
sections by cutting between the tesserae.

The completed mosaic is checked and packed into
bespoke boxes and then crated for shipment to the site.
Mosaics can also be fixed to a support in the studio and
exported as a completed panel.

Mosaic Fabrication



Installation of the mosaic
Once the work is on site Gary and his team arrive to fix the artwork to the
floor or wall. Having the same team who make the mosaics undertake
the installation means that you can be sure that the same quality and
attention to detail runs through the whole project.

The paper-face sections are re-assembled into the wet cement adhesive
on site and the paper is removed to reveal the mosaic. 
Finally the work is grouted and cleaned.
Works can also be created on a variety of panel systems to fit different
construction techniques.



As well as traditional floors and walls Gary creates three dimensional
mosaics. These works can layer mosaic imagery over 3D forms to
create totally unique landmark works that bring colour, vibrancy and
story telling to spaces.

The forms are made completely off site, hand carved in polystyrene
with tough Glass Reinforced Cement and mosaic coating, or caste in
situ with the mosaic  added once dry.

Sculptural Mosaics



Panel Mosaics

Mosaics can also be created as stand alone panels.
These artworks  are installed onto hardwearing panels
and arrive fully complete, grouted and sealed ready to
be hung like a regular framed picture or securely bolted
to a wall.



All our work is carried out to commission and many of those are part
of much wider projects, whether that’s a simple refurbishment or a
multi million new build. We understand the bigger picture.

We aim to fit seamlessly into your project with clear timetables,
regular communication and associated documentation. We can
negotiate with main contractors and sub contractors to ensure a
clean installation with minimal disruption and are used to maintaining
the highest safety standards. 

We will also go that extra mile to ensure a great outcome for the end
client. On previous projects we have incorporated special items in the
mosaic such as a small personal piece of ceramic or portrait, we have
held mosaic making workshops so clients or communities can have a
go at making and we have produced accompanying mosaic plaques.

From concept to final polish



Call Gary directly on +44 7719529520 (GMT)

Always happy to chat about your
ideas...



2019  – The Hamilton Award for Art in Healthcare Environment
2019 – FCI Magazine USA Installation Awards Winner Commercial Tile & Stone

2017 Worshipful Company of Tylers and Bricklayers Triennial Award
2017 RHS Chelsea Flower Show Gold Medal

2016  National Railways Heritage Craft Skills Award
2015 Chester Civic Awards, Commended Public Realm Refurbishment

2015 2nd prize in the Prix Picassiette, Chartres, France
2014 shortlisted for ‘Mosaic of the Year award – The British Association for Modern Mosaic
2014 Mosaic Arts International, Houston TX – 'Contemporary Innovation in Mosaic' award

2013 Mosaic Arts International, Washington – 'Best in Show' award
2012 Chester Civic Trust New Years Honours - Award

2012 Mosaic Arts International, Kentucky – Selected Architectural Juried
2011 TileLetter Awards (NTCA) Las Vegas – Winner Commercial Mosaic/Glass Award

2011 Mosaic Arts International, Austin TX – Selected Architectural Juried
2010 Mosaic Arts International, Chicago – Selected Architectural Juried
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